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Malaika: Okay, well we can just get started then from the beginning. So, are you from 
Minneapolis?  

Mrs. Smaller: I was born in Orrville, Ohio. I was raised in Detroit. I left Ohio when I was four. 
Raised in Detroit. Returned to Ohio when I was 17. Came to Minnesota when I 
was 19.  

Malaika: And why did you come to Minnesota?  

Mrs. Smaller: My father was recruited here to teach Stewart Lumber Company wood 
processing technique.   

Malaika: And when you first moved to Minneapolis, where did you move? When you first 
moved here?  

Mrs. Smaller: 22nd Avenue South  

Malaika: How, how is it similar or different to where you were in Ohio or in Detroit? 

Mrs. Smaller: When I moved to Minnesota, it was very rare that you would see African-
Americans. If you did, they looked at you strange and they weren't very cordial. 
There was a big divide between color here -  shades of color, light skinned 
blacks, dark skinned blacks.  Those are the things that I noticed when I came 
here. When I grew up in Detroit, I grew up in a mostly black community on the 
east side and the west side of Detroit. In Ohio, I grew up in an all white 
community. Well, I would visit there every summer for like the whole summer 
because my father felt that Detroit was a little too violent. I would spend my 
summers in a little southern, little Ohio town and three weeks at camp in 
Canada from the age of seven to 16.  

Malaika: Wow. So when you first moved here, were you, you were 19. Were you still in 
school? Were you working?  

Mrs. Smaller : I had just finished practical nursing school in Akron, Ohio, and I was just going to 
help my family move, but I ended up staying there.  

Malaika: Where did you work?  

Mrs. Smaller: When I first came here I worked at Jefferson. What was it? Oh girl, you're taking 
me, Charles Miller Hospital in St Paul.  

Malaika: And then when did you move, from when you first got here, when did you move 
to the North Side?  
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Mrs. Smaller: I moved to the North Side in 1969. October, I think it was. Before I moved here 
we went to college in at the University of Arkansas. We lived in Arkansas for 
eight years and when we moved back to Minneapolis, it was during the time of 
the riots on Plymouth Avenue. In fact, they had just finished the riots and all this 
property was for sale, penny cheap. They took a flight to, all the Jewish families 
took flight to Golden Valley, St. Louis Park, and Edina. But before the riots we 
used to ride through here because it was such a beautiful community. It was 
actually gated without being gated because if you were African American and 
you crossed Penn Avenue, you could almost be sure that a police car was gonna 
follow you through the neighborhood. That's how bad it was then. And this area 
here was mostly business owning Jews. They owned businesses. The guy that 
we bought our house from, Swartez, he had a hardware store on Broadway.  

Malaika: So then what made you choose this neighborhood then?  

Mrs. Smaller: As I was saying before, we used to ride through here and admire houses. So 
with the riots going on property with affordable and my brother found this 
house because we were looking for a house. We had just left Arkansas because 
they laid off all the African American teachers because they integrated the 
schools. So the African American teachers, quite a few of them from the South 
came to Minneapolis. I know we met Violet Carter and her husband and they 
were a part of the system for years. She worked over at 807. Just, African 
American teachers, many of them came to Minneapolis and cities in the North, 
for jobs.  

Malaika: So when you first moved into this house, what was the house like?  

Mrs. Smaller: It's beautiful.   

Malaika: You bought it from a family?  

Mrs. Smaller: We bought it from a family. They raised two sons and we raised two sons. Two 
families have lived in this house. I think it's about 90 years old.  

Malaika: Hm. And so as people were moving out, were there other people on this block 
when you moved in?  

Mrs. Smaller: Oh yeah, there was people. You want to know, you want to know age, race, 
what? When we first moved in the neighborhood, in this block, there was one 
other black family and that was the Nickens and they owned their home until 
they died. They both died and their children sold the home. We moved in in 
1968 and on both sides of us were white families. In fact, Marlene that lived 
over there had went to school with my husband in St. Paul. She was cheerleader 
and he was football, so we became really good friends and we're friends until 
today. On this side, there was a young white couple who eventually moved 
within two years because their husband didn't want to live next door to blacks, 
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but she stayed in. They divorced because of that and she kept the house. She 
had two sons and we became friends. We remained friends until she remarried. 
He just wasn't having no black friends. Next to them lived, oh I can't think, 
Skinner. As we were moving in the white family was moving out and then the 
Skinners moved in. Scott Skinner became, he owned a couple of beauty shops in 
Minneapolis. Then across the street was the Casserlys. 

Mrs. Smaller: Jim Casserly was a politician. His nieces grew up over here. They now run the 
Lundstrum dance studio. Then next door to him was Dale and Mickey Dunham. 
And they were actors, they would do local commercials on TV and stuff like that.  

Malaika: So most of the families were working families. Would you say low income, 
middle income, higher income? 

Mrs. Smaller: They were teachers. At that time you could say they were middle income, you 
couldn't call it that today, okay. They were able to keep their houses, maintain 
it, pay their bills. They weren't living from paycheck to paycheck. They had 
insurance, life insurance policy, all the good things that you need. Thank you 
darling. That you need to survive from day to day. Some of them were two car 
families. Some of them had their kids in private schools. It's a whole different 
thing today.  

Malaika: So you said you had two boys that the neighbors said some boys. Were there 
many children in the neighborhood?  

Mrs. Smaller: Children all over the place.   

Malaika: And what was it like, being a parent at that time? 

Mrs. Smaller: It was wonderful. I'd say it's wonderful because I grew up in Detroit. I grew up in 
Detroit, but even when the time that I grew up in Detroit, there's no comparison 
to what I see today in this now, so-called nice-elitist neighborhood. We had 
communities, we don't no longer have that. In fact, from the time that we 
moved into this house I've seen drastic changes taking place in the last 25 years. 
When we moved here, my husband said we're getting this property cheap - a 
reasonable price that we can afford. And then 25 years there's going to be what 
they call it, gentrification, taking place. The property is gonna go up. Middle 
income people will no longer be able to afford the property. And it's happened. 
It's happening so fast that you can't even grasp it. You feel that you're not 
culturally, you're not comfortable anymore. It's like going back to the 1950s and 
white people walk their dogs all over the place and looked at you strange if you 
lived in the community. Some speak, some won't. They have their private 
meetings. They meet constantly. They are always meeting about something. A 
dog shits on the yard and somebody complains, they meet about that.  
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Malaika: So then you said that it was different though, when you were raising the kids, 
there was a community. Can you describe what that was like?  

Mrs. Smaller: When you have a community, people know each other. It's like their neighbors. 
They connect. The kids would go to the same schools. They could talk about 
what they’re going to do with science projects and share ideas. Now, you have 
every other house kids are going to a different school, being bussed here and 
bussed there, so they're not connecting. They don't really know each other. 
That's why I do the project in the park in the summer, so kids in the community 
would get to know each other. I did that for eight years. This is the eighth year. 
Last year it was not as connected as it was before because so many of families 
have been moved out of the neighborhood. They have lost their homes for 
whatever reason. Many have moved out because taxes went up, property taxes 
went up, city taxes went up, insurance went up. They lost jobs. So there's no 
connection.  

Malaika: When you had that sense of connection and community, was it kind of natural 
or were there people who were leading it?   

Mrs. Smaller: It was pretty natural. It was, the people that were leaving and felt free to lead, 
and the ones that weren't leading felt comfortable with ones who were leading 
because it was about community. It was about love. The ones that were leading 
out, like in this community, I've always been in the forefront because I've always 
loved to be around people and plan parties. We used to have block parties all 
the time. Go to somebody's house. barbecue, didn't matter. My basement was 
always full. Neighbors with fish fries on the weekend, every weekend somebody 
had something. Didn't matter whether you were white or black. Now all the 
white neighbors cuddle and talk to each other and there are, let's see we have 
two black neighbors left in this block. Washburn is almost completely white 
from Penn up. Like those art buildings that they built there, those are mostly all 
white. They are all white that have moved in. They're moving in from suburbs to 
get closer to downtown Minneapolis. What do you call it? The flight, the name 
for it. They're moving close to downtown. The warehouse buildings. Apartment 
buildings are so highly priced that only the whites that have good jobs can 
afford it. Or blacks that have good jobs can afford it, which is far and in 
between.  

Malaika: Would you say that what you felt back then and what you're feeling now is 
specific to Homewood or do you feel that across the city or across the 
Northside? 

Mrs. Smaller: Across of the country, it's happening. Not just here. In St. Paul they got what 
they're calling Reconnect Rondo. That's where they're talking about connecting 
and making right what they did back in, was it in the fifties, sixties? When they 
went through 194 and built the freeway and dislocated all the black businesses 
and black families. They are going through the same thing now because you 
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can't destroy something and then the ones who destroyed it come back talking 
about they gonna fix it. It's not about that. It's about gentrification. There's a 
great article that the University did through their research on St. Paul and 
Minneapolis and it tells it all. I'm even surprised that they put it online. CURA 
did the research about gentrification. Very good article.  

Mrs. Smaller: So when we bought our house, after the riots had calmed down, there was still 
upheaval. Things put in place for African Americans, like the redlining that was 
taking place, hard to get loans. Then they started opening up and bringing into 
the community nonprofit organizations to help what they called, how do I say 
it? To help improve conditions for African Americans. To help train them for 
jobs. To open opportunities for some life survival skills and resources. Model 
Cities came in. Dr. Johnson, who was the community doctor. Dr Johnson and 
doctor, was another black doctor, I can't think of his name now. They were the 
top doctors. Dr. Johnson is the reason you have Pilot City, Northpoint. He 
started Pilot City.  And you had The Way. That was a vocal center point for all 
activities that took place within the black community, was The Way. It was a 
meeting place where black folks would go and talk about issues and their 
concerns, find jobs, get job training. The first black college here in Minneapolis 
was started by the founder of The Way, Gwen Jones, Davis Powell. It was called 
Antioch College. Many black people graduated from Antioch College that are in 
key positions today.  

Malaika: Can you talk a little bit about what happened to that organization?  

Mrs. Smaller : Well, mismanagement, I really don't know inside what happened, but I know 
there was some mismanagement going on inside the organization. It became 
some problems with accreditation. Gwen left. She got, her and her husband 
split. It was a lot of things that happened, you know,  

Malaika: And where did it used to be and what's there now?  

Mrs. Smaller: It's across the street from Oak Park Community Center. Oh, and that's another 
thing. Oak Park Community Center used to be a viable piece in the community. 
Children would go there, it was always activities going on in Oak Park 
Community Center. They had programs for children, programs for parents. The 
Juneteenth festival started there. Leola Seals and Michael Cheney started that. 
And today there is no youth program at Oak Park, part of the gentrification. 
They are turning it into office spaces. So they're not really that concerned 
because in that area where there used to be families with children running 
around and playing, they're now relocated out in 55412.  

Malaika: What are other things that community members did to look out for each other 
and help each other? So you talked about the block parties to get to know each 
other, what other sorts of things were happening?  
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Mrs. Smaller: Those that have to work, those, that stayed at home. We did most of our 
daycare right in the community so that parents could trust that their kids would 
be well taken care of. At one time I had a daycare right here in my home. But 
between me and you and some little boy broke my $400 coffee table. That's it. 
Broke the glass, jumped on the glass, could have cut himself. Thank God he 
didn't. We had, like in the winter in the parks, we would have a warming 
houses. We would have ice skating. Everybody knew everybody. So there was 
always, we'd go do this or let's do that. Let's take the kids to the skating rink. 
And we would take, we used St Louis Park. Then in the late, was it the late 
eighties? About 1985. We had a skating rink on the north side. Oh man, that was 
the place to go. Then city got involved. They started pitnicking this and 
pitnicking that. They couldn't get loans to keep it going. So that didn't last. But 
about four or five years, about three to four years we had that. Then we had, 
we would dress up on Saturday nights and we would go to the Cozy Bar,  which 
was owned by the same man that opened up the Riverview. And we had the 
Cozy and then after the Cozy closed, we had the Riverview Supper Club. We 
could go there and party and see our friends. And it was really nice. Then in the 
late ‘89 to the ‘90s, gangs started to come into the Twin Cities. The Northside 
started a flight from Detroit, Chicago, Kansas City, Philadelphia, of people that 
lived in the projects. To come here and get up, they got on welfare. The federal 
government even subsidized the county to recruit these people. This is the 
hidden stuff they don't want to talk about. And then they started researching. 
So the University of Minnesota became well versed on how to research. Okay. 
They got it down to a science. So they did. They actually started researching - 
they opened up programs like the VIP program through Hennepin County. 
Hennepin County opened that one. The University opened up a program, what 
was it called, where women would go into the homes of low income families, 
teach them how to can, how to preserve food, how to eat healthy, how to use 
healthy cleaning products. Then they had the Greater Minneapolis Daycare 
Association that was located right there by that big church across from the 
Walker. And they would teach parents how to set up educational environments 
in the home, how to read to the children, how to assess their reading, the 
growth in their reading. They would have educational toys and you could go get 
all these things free. They were researching, researching. Because they came up 
with, this is what I wanted to show you, during that time they were doing a lot 
of research on the, what they call the Bell Curve. Okay, to show that we're not 
quite as bright as we should be.  

Mrs. Smaller: Reading: "So as prosperity and entrepreneurial growth in 1968 report of the 
National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders, known as, [you might want to 
look this up], Kerner Commission Report; that we are becoming two nations, 
black and white.  

Malaika: When you think about this neighborhood, at that time, you talked about how 
you had, you know, black and white neighbors, but did you feel like it felt like 
two separate neighborhoods then two? That the black people mainly hung out 
with black people or not?  
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Mrs. Smaller: No, I did because most of the white families that were here were here because 
they wanted, what do you call it? A mixed group. What is it? Diversity? Diversity.    

Malaika: Did Homewood see much of that gang activity that was coming up?  

Mrs. Smaller: Not until, okay, let's go into that because I was very instrumental in that piece. 
The gang activity started in around 1983 when the flight from Kansas City, 
Chicago started. And they were recruiting the kids that had grew up around in 
the neighborhood. Minneapolis Police Department said we got a handle on this. 
I said, no you don't have a handle on this because right where UROC is there 
was a White House. And the woman that lived in there, they were passing out 
guns to kids. Drugs became, oh my god, the drug scene became terrible. But it 
wasn't up here yet. When they started recruiting kids from this area was around 
1990 and then they started allowing them to hang out in the mall, around 1998 
until the UROC came. They let them just hang out, sell drugs. Police was a part 
of it. Some of them, you had the bad cops, the good cops. And we all knew who 
they were. They replaced The old Way with the police department and they 
kept more control on the Northside through their black patrol group than the 
Minneapolis Police Department did. And you can say I said it, because they 
know it's the truth. They would patrol the streets. They would keep law and 
order.  And they had a code. Even though the gangs were coming, they knew 
their boundaries. Now these kids don't have any boundaries. They feel free to 
do whatever they want to do. Because the drugs, some of this stuff I don't even 
want my name attached to it because they helped them bring the drugs in here 
to destroy. And black folks are in denial. So they don't want to admit none of 
this stuff happened. I just stay clear of it. And they picked your leaders. They 
picked leadership and the leadership that they picked started demising the 
community instead of putting dollars into. Say you get a grant for $50,000, you 
don't take $25,000 and go buy a car and a new suit. They were doing all this 
right up under the... And they kept funding and funding, they're still funding a 
lot of them knowing that they are demising a community that they want to 
come and take back. So then they sent, our kids started going to college. Some 
came back to the community, some didn't. But as they were going through the 
university, I remember what my grandpa said to me - I want all of my 
grandchildren to go to college. But there's is one thing I want you to keep in 
mind: you're not white. Your spirit is not white and don't you come back here 
talking white, acting white in this house. When you go to your job, you do that 
shit. I always remembered that.  

Mrs. Smaller: And now there is a disconnect between the elders and the youth because the 
elders were so busy making money, at this, by this time. Living a lifestyle that, 
oh man, it would became gradually greedy, more, more, more. And they kept 
studying how to advertise it. So you want more, more, more. So the disconnect 
started. I started really feeling it around 2003. Blacks that had moved in, moved 
out. They wanted to be in what they call the elitist white communities. Edina, 
Woodbury, Eden Prairie, Richfield. So we lost a lot of prominent black families. 
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And the siblings that grew up here, the kids, the schools became, they started 
closing the schools, the public schools and started busing the kids. Even your 
Urban League and your NAACP helped with this. They were saying that black 
kids learn better when they're in an environment with white kids. Some of your 
greatest scholars went to all black schools. And I'm not trying to do anything to 
Brown vs. Board, but we did better when we was by ourselves. I'm not racist. I 
got more white folks in my family probably than you have because of that 
slavery piece started way back there that we started with the integration. So it's 
not that. It's the fact that you have a group of people that are privileged with an 
all knowing, arrogant attitude. That has not changed. And when I came here, I 
noticed, there was a lady that said to me, this town will give you a kiss on the 
cheek, but believe me, it's the kiss of death.   

Mrs. Smaller: I was one of the first black females that worked at Dayton's. The other girl that 
worked with me, she died about two years ago. Dayton's started opening up 
around 1976 and hiring blacks. I remember Dayton's used to have the curtains 
closed on Sunday. You couldn’t even window shop. Old Man Dayton was alive 
then. They had white draperies that went all around the store that closed. 
Saturday night, that was it. Well, actually Saturday the stores closed like they 
used to be on Sunday. Now on Sundays even they stay open late.   

Malaika: You were talking a little bit about, so the gangs started coming in. The police 
said they had a handle on it. You said, no you didn't. So what are the things that 
you were doing to help?  

Mrs. Smaller: We were calling in about drug houses that were opening up. Santi, What was 
the name of that lady? That white lady that was letting you guys, Santi? Kids 
were going instead of going to school, they skipping school going over here to 
this house. And she was letting the kids have sex, smoke drugs. This is the kind 
of people that were moving into the neighborhood all of a sudden. We were 
reporting the drug activities. I've been robbed twice. I had a knife put to my 
head in my home. Guy broke in my house. We were robbed one night. 
Everybody was sleep and I used to make wedding gowns and stuff like that. So I 
was, that used to be my sewing room, and so I had a rush wedding and I went to 
sleep on the couch. Right, had a couch going, right there. And I thought, my sons 
were like 16 and they were old enough where they could have went out and 
came in. And I heard this, I said, y'all go to bed. We were being robbed. They 
had cut the glass and opened the door and came in and I'm still here. Gayle, 
Martine's husband, they left him for dead on the corner of Sheridan, Thomas 
Avenue. Right there by the park. That was in 1986 and I still stayed. We walked 
the streets when we found out who did it. Okay? 

New Speaker: Why did you stay?  Why did you stay? 

New Speaker: Because I love my neighborhood. I wasn't gonna let nobody run me out. And I 
grew up in neighborhoods where you had to fight to survive. I asked my 
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granddaughter the other day, have you ever been in a fight? 'Oh no' I said, 
honey you consider yourself lucky because we had to fight to get to school and 
fight on the way back. Used to hide our weapons in the bushes, you know. 
That's just as the way it was. And then if you didn't have to fight, you had to 
learn how to strategize to keep yourself sane, behind feeling lesser than. Being 
poor, not knowing you're poor. So you built up this silent wall, a wall of not 
knowing because you were happy and loved and nurtured. And that was always 
things going on. If you ran out of milk, Ms. Pearl got some, go get it. Or wait till 
the next morning when she milked a cow, somebody would milk a cow or 
something. Anyway, it was just so different. But we still have maintained some 
of that and it's the last go round in the Homewood area. Now, here they come. 
The real estate people and they meet and they want to change this and I'm 
saying, okay, y'all buying it. But there's enough of our young youth left like 
Martine, Gayle, Audrey, kids over here, kids over there fighting. And enough 
good white folks that want diversity and they want to be fair and are fighting to 
maintain communities.   

Mrs. Smaller: Some of these people just buy these houses because they're reasonable. They 
know that their jobs are gonna to be elevated. Got doctors here, first year 
doctors, second year, third year. By the time they'd build up a good practice, 
they go. They sell the house. Most of us, I've been here for 46 years. Jenny, 
white lady down the street that you interviewed. I don't know how long Jenny, 
we have been friends for ever. Ever. If she ran out of the sugar, 'Lorraine, you 
got some sugar till I can get to the store?' That kind of stuff. Her husband right 
now is in a nursing home. Everybody in the neighborhood that's been here 
checks on Jenny, makes sure that she's... That's going to be gone in another five 
years. You're not going to have that kind of community anymore. People are 
becoming more greedy.  

Malaika: What can we do to fix that? What's going to change it?  

Mrs. Smaller: What you guys are doing. There are pieces that I see that are very positive. That 
can bring about change and that's… We wouldn't even be in this situation if 
when you're black, educated blacks would have wanted to maintain the positive 
things about black people. The fact that we know nothing about who we were, 
we knew nothing about our history. When we were told we were less than, we 
always reflect back to the fact that we were slaves and we couldn't go any 
further than that. So we fought for years for them to put African American 
history into the public schools. When I say we, I'm not talking about your black 
historians like you're Mahmoud El-Kati's, who get all the awards every year. I'm 
talking about people like Gwen Jones-Davis Powell. I'm talking about people like 
Jenny that stood up and said if you don't know who you are, you don't know 
who you are. We don't, we still don't know who we are. Most of us are in denial. 
If we don't get a pat on the back from the white community, or a trophy from 
the white community, we don't feel our self-worth. So a lot of the unsung 
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heroes, like you had Gwen, you had Henrietta, you had the Carol Whites. They 
opened Pandora's box when they let UROC over there on that corner.   

Malaika: Why is that?  

Mrs. Smaller: Because that was, when it opened it was to research. We protested so bad and 
talked about the research till they said not to research. They changed it anyway 
from what it was originally to be, but it's going back to that. It's going to 
research because back in the back they got all the stuff up there set up to do 
that. They used two black men, they didn't do community engagement. They 
just came on in here and go and do it. And then when we found out about it, we 
started protesting and we started standing on the corner. Black folks would 
come by, ‘y'all women need to get out there’. It's time to change, blah, blah 
blah, blah, blah, blah, blah, blah, blah. They were paying women $25 to bring 
their children in. Now they've come up with a doctor. I can't remember names 
anymore. She was doing the research on stem cells, how they were taking stem 
cells from babies. So much came out, they hushed it. Just, University knows all 
this. There's so much hidden in the archives through the University of 
Minnesota and every university and college. They can't even talk about it. What 
they've done on people of color. And that's just how bad it is. So what we're 
going through now, the feeling that we're feeling displaced because federal 
government talking about Make America Great Again. Yeah, America is. It's 
going back to being great again.  

Mrs. Smaller: That great again is - in the next five years, there won't be black folks walking 
around this neighborhood. They're going to be out there where the cows and 
the railroad tracks and they're not going to able to get a bus after 10:00 to get 
back into the city. And that's how they wanted it. That's why they put the 
domes in every city. That was the first experiment. Go back to your futuristic 
movies. That's why Hollywood has to get an okay from the federal government 
to put a movie out there. I don't know how they let Black Panther slip in 
because they figured it was fiction and blah, blah blah. But they didn't know that 
it was going to give black kids a sense of pride to wear their hair like that and 
want to look like who they really are. So I'm just waiting for the snake to bite his 
own ass. I don't run around anymore because I'm old. But they got people like 
you out there and Martine out there that are very conscious and they don't just 
care about black folks. You can't just care about a color. You got to care about 
people. And that's what we had at one time in this community. But it's one thing 
about white people, once they huddle up and get together. I could see how they 
ended up having their picnics hanging negroes, castrating them, and burning 
them, and eating sandwiches while their children watched. Because that's what 
happens when you get groups like the Ku Klux Klan and people wanting to be 
accepted by a group. And they are trying to get it back like that. Believe me, 
they are. But you got enough that aren't, that this thing is not gonna work for 
them this time. It's not gonna work.    
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Mrs. Smaller: I remember back in 19, early seventies. What was his name, what was the 
mayor at that time? He said the only thing that's going to change is a revolution, 
or another civil war. And I gulped. Because I studied the civil war. I said, we 
don't go back to that ever again. So they brought in the foundations, they 
brought in the money. It wasn't a lot of money to really make a drastic change. 
The people that they gave the money to and appointed, they knew they 
wouldn't make drastic changes. Your first Model Cities was run by pimps and 
hoes. They would go to work dressed in seersucker suits and high heels shoes. 
How the hell you going to get out and work in a community dressed like that? 
Or how are you going to encourage people who need the service to come to 
you? That's what it looked like. You had your pimps. The preachers and who still 
pimping folks today.  

Malaika: Are there other things that we haven't talked about, about the history of this 
place that you want to share?  

Mrs. Smaller: There's a lot we haven't talked about. Back in the early seventies, Plymouth 
Avenue was lined up with black businesses. I don't really know what it is that 
you need. Um, so give me some questions.  

Malaika: Well that's helpful. Let's talk about the business. What types of businesses were 
there? 

Mrs. Smaller: Most of them were, we had a pharmacy. We had a grocery store. We had 
several restaurants, barbecue joint. We had a nightclub. My Dad owned 709 Bar 
on Plymouth, where the bookstore is, where they bind books and stuff. He 
owned that. We had a black car dealership. We had The Way. Dr. Johnson's 
office sat right there where, where was Dr. Johnson's office? I think it was 
around there where, we had a black filling station and one time. We had a 
McDonald’s.  

Malaika: What happened to all those places?  

Mrs. Smaller: Okay, I'm getting ready to run you by. The nightclub became the Riverview 
Supper Club over by the river. Pharmaceutical company, they lost that. They lost 
all those businesses, shut them down. And they handpicked who they let run 
these things. Knowing, if you don't know business, you don't know how to keep 
records and you don't know the politics, you're gonna lose your business. That's 
what happened. That's why when they gave the money to certain people, they 
knew they go screw that money up. I mean you could just look and say, now I 
know McAfee, don't need that. He's gonna buy him a new car.  

Malaika: Who was handpicking them? Who's making those decisions?  
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Mrs. Smaller: Those are the questions that I can't answer. Somewhere doing this so called 
system that they have. They have people that do that. How they hand pick 
them, I don't know. I don't know that. 

Malaika: Why do you think it was important that this community had all those businesses 
when they had them?  

Mrs. Smaller: Oh, I didn't say it wasn't important, but it was important up to a point because it 
gave them the opportunity to become entrepreneurs, own their own 
businesses. If they really wanted it to survive and black folks to have businesses, 
they would have provided the type of training that they needed. They would 
have; the University did have classes that were free that you could go to, but 
the resources to maintain it, like the banks. You could have all the knowledge 
you needed, but they weren't going to loan no black man money to survive a 
business. And we did a lot to destroy ourselves. By not knowing who we are, not 
having any pride in being a black man, not feeling self worth. Always taking the 
demeaning jobs: doorman, taxi cab driver, a PCA worker. The women that were, 
here is the proof. They had a program where women that were on welfare could 
go to the University of Minnesota and take classes. And many of these women 
graduated. Do you know they stopped that program like after the second and 
third year they stopped that program. Too many women that were on welfare 
were graduating from the college.   

Mrs. Smaller: You had, oh wow, you had people like Doctor, what is his name? You had Mae 
Hill, you had Dr. Geraldine Carter, you had Bernadette Anderson working with 
young women, teaching them survival skills and how to parent. Mostly all of my 
friends are dead and gone. All the warriors that I used to fight with are either 
laying up dying or they're gone, or they're gone. When I say fight, Evelyn 
Eubanks stood before, that Minneapolis school system killed her. That's how 
committed she was to what would be right for black children. Carol White, they 
blackballed her so bad she had to move away. She couldn't even get a job. Me, 
they just wrote me down as a crazy person because I didn't work half the time 
anyway. Francine, she's dying. Henrietta Faulkner, she's on her last leg. Ron 
Edwards, people done built him up such a bad reputation till he feels paranoid. 
He's the one that wrote this book.  

Mrs. Smaller: Reading: Through the eyes, through my eyes. The experience of a Renaissance 
black man in a white man's world.  

Mrs. Smaller: So when the gangs came, everything just changed. Our children, the parents 
decided that white folks could tell them how to parent, mistake. I went to the 
first meeting that the Urban League called in and they brought in a white 
psychiatrist and he literally told black women that y'all are abusive, violent and 
don't know how to raise your children. Let this police force raise your children 
for you. And you see what you've got. A bunch of knuckleheads that don't want 
anybody to tell them what to do. And every year that I go to camp, I'm just 
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amazed. We go to camp on the 25th of June to the 29th, for a whole week. Take 
the kids away from this environment. That one week makes a change and I said, 
how do you measure that change? And I asked myself that question in 1989. 
That's when I took my first group of kids to camp, in 1989, and one day I got a 
letter in the mail from Stillwater prison from one of my former students. Said 
how you doing Ms. Smaller? In fact, I still have that letter. And I kept reading the 
letter and he said, I'm in prison but don't feel bad for me because I'm only going 
to be here for manslaughter. He said, because the night that it happened, I 
heard your voice and things that y'all had said and I didn't kill the SOB. Now the 
average person to get a letter like, oh this terrible person. This terrible person 
was good compared to what they were and could have been, okay. He stopped 
to think, I'm not going to take this person's life. A lot of good people would have 
took this person's life because he raped his seven year old sister and he would 
have been dead. So I said, that's how you measure it. He didn't go all the way. 
Something inside, what's inside of him said, stop. So he's working construction 
now. He's doing fine. Found out that the baby he thought was he is wasn't, he's 
still taking care of the baby.  

Mrs. Smaller: So it takes time. I've seen a lot from what I planted in some of the children. I've 
seen it grow and I consider that a blessing. I don't care if I'm poor. That was the 
blessing that I wanted to see and I've been able to see it. The other day two of 
my students came by. They got five kids. And I remember how we tried to break 
her up from going with this boy because he was, ooh James was something else. 
And that night she came into my house, she said me and her mom was sitting 
there because we couldn't find her. And my foster daughter, they went 
together, and they came running with no shoes on and no coat, talking about 
some men had been chasing them. They had planned that lie. So when they got 
through telling it, I said y'all sit your lying asses down because I know you're 
lying. A few years later they said, Ms. Smaller, we sure were lying. Said we had 
been with our boyfriends. I said I know that, y'all talking to me. Okay, Wendy's 
sitting up there soaking it all in, I said, they're lying through their teeth. Oh boy, 
those were are the good old days. So she went and became a radiologist. Her 
sister still gets high, but she goes to work every day. She stay high everyday too 
when she's working and taking care of kids. Yeah, I've been in, I've lived long 
enough to see some of it.  

Speaker 3: We had one kid, Larry Zayzay. Got him a job working for UPS. He was so smart. I 
mean he would ace the SAT test and everything. He speak five languages. And 
when I had my alternative school, Carol Johnson was the principal. Well the 
Superintendent over at the school district and her son had signed up for my 
school. She had a fit. That's where he graduated from, my school. She had a fits. 
She came over there with two other people and they're going to watch and see 
what we doing and I sent her ass out. They closed three alternative programs. 
Ours survived for a while and then we got into trouble with the Internal 
Revenue because we couldn't pay two sets of taxes. When we had a fiscal agent, 
they didn't pay a set of taxes and they added it on and we couldn't afford to pay 
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the two sets of tax. I had 35 people working for me at that time. I said, well, we 
did our thing people.  

Malaika: It was an alternative school for who?  

Mrs. Smaller: For kids that were warehoused out of public schools - level two, three. 
Gangbangers that wouldn't go to school  started coming to school because they 
wanted to eat some good food. That's how we trapped them. And once they got 
trapped, they started learning. For 18 years, I ran a program for 18 years and it 
was a wow too. It was an outlaw school.  

Malaika: Well, thank you.  

Mrs. Smaller: No more questions? 

Malaika: I think this is good. I think this is a lot. You have more you want to share?  

Mrs. Smaller: Oh No. Somebody else will tell you about it.  

Malaika: I appreciate it.  

Mrs. Smaller: Someone else will tell you.  

 


